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Horace is commonly thought of as a comfortable cheerful figure, well adjusted to society and 

loyally supporting the Augustan  regime; a man without any strong beliefs or emotions, who 

smiled gently at human foibles, wrote and behaved with unfailing tact and good taste, and was in 

all respects the personification of mediocritas. As this picture has been remarkably consistent over 

the years and has not varied with the poet's popularity (but rather explains such variations) one 

would expect it to contain a good deal of truth.  And so indeed it does; but on closer inspection 

we find  that  the  colours have faded,  contrasts of light  and texture have disappeared, much of 

the detail has been lost, and the result is like a fresco damaged by time and neglect.  

To recover a more vivid sense of the original we have to remind ourselves of a few fundamental  points. 

First, it is misleading to  classify Horace as an  Augustan  poet tout court. His life was more than 

half over when the Augustan age began,  and  the Emperor  survived him  by more than twenty years. 

Most of the satires and epodes belong to the period before  Actium (31 B.C.).  Few of these touch 

on politics,  and  those  that  do  convey attitudes  of disgust (Epode 4), disillusion (Satire 1.6), or 

despair (Epode  7 and 16).  Only five poems  mention  Octavian.  They  were all written at the time 

of Actium or shortly after, and except in the case of Epode 9 the lines in question are of minor 

importance. 

 

Secondly, although his imagination normally operated in the central  areas of human experience, 

Horace was far from  being  average or typical. Even in  an  age of social ferment it was extraordinary 

for a freedman's  son to go to Athens,  to serve as a military tribune  under Brutus, and later to 

become accepted and esteemed by the imperial court. Success of this kind was not achieved without 

cost. In an early satire (written about 36 B.C.) Horace complains that everyone runs him down for 

being a freedman's  son - libertino   patre  natum    (Satire    1.6.45-6).    Elsewhere especially in the 

first book of Epistles (about 20 B.C.), he shows a keen, almost anxious, awareness of social nuances, 

and even at the height of his fame he speaks as if he can still detect traces of resentment (Odes 4.3.16, 

about 13 B.C.). 

 

Thirdly, in the late fifties, when Horace was in his teens, life in Rome was disrupted by riots and gang 

warfare. The political atmosphere grew steadily more oppressive until the storm of civil war broke in 

49 B.C. After Caesar's assassination Horace joined Brutus and saw the carnage at Philippi ‘when 

bravery was smashed’ (Odes 2.7.11). He returned to Italy under the general amnesty to find that 

his father had died and the family home had been confiscated. Peace was still dreadfully precarious. 

In 37 B.C., as described in Satire 1.5, Horace accompanied Maecenas to the conference at Tarentum 

the conference at Tarentum, where Octavian met Antony. Later  he was on the point of going to 

Actium (Epode 1), though it is doubtful if he was actually present at the battle. We do know, however, 

that  on another occasion (perhaps earlier,  in 36 B.C.) he narrowly escaped drowning (Odes 3.4.28).  

If in middle age he opted for a quiet life, most people  would feel he had earned it. In any case 

we must beware of the notion fostered by the older source criticism that Horace  absorbed all his 

experience at second hand by reading Greek texts. 

 

Again, when the doctrine of the mean is applied too rigidly to Horace’s work, we get the impression 

of a rather dull and insipid personality. It is true, of course, that he often affirms the traditional belief 

(most fully developed by Aristotle) that  virtue  lies between two extremes. But  in many cases he is 

primarily concerned to ridicule the extreme. Thus in Epistle 1.18 he states the doctrine succinctly in 

1.9 – uirtus est medium uitiorum – and then immediately goes on to describe the sycophant and the boor. 

When he does speak of the mean itself he usually brings out its elusive nature – it varies according to a 

man’s character, circumstances, and situation. Above all; it involves movement; for however stable the 

right condition may be in theory, we do not live in a stable wold. We are always adjusting our position 

in order to maintain equilibrium: 



 Rebus anguistis animosus atque 

 Fortis appare: sapienter idem 

 Contrahes uento nimium secondo 

  Turgida uela (Odes 2.10.21-4). 

 

When in the straits of fortune show yourself spirited and brave. You will also do well to reef your sails 

when they are swollen by too strong a following wind. 

 

The mean, then, is not easy to achieve; and it is certainly not   attained,   or  even  sought,  in  all  

Horace's   poetry. Granted,  he did not write about his sexual emotions with the intensity of Catullus,  

or goad himself into long rhetorical tirades in the manner of Juvenal; yet there were times (e.g. in 

Epodes 8 and 12) when he deliberately flouted the accepted  standards  of good taste ... Needless to 

say, the unpleasant epodes, and also most of Satire 1.2 (which is bawdy,  but  clean  in  comparison)  

were  omitted  by  the Victorian commentators; and as those admirable  scholars have not yet been 

superseded it still has to be pointed out that Horace was not invariably polite. Nor was he always 

happy. The struggle for tranquillity is well illustrated in Odes 2.3, which begins by affirming the 

importance of keeping a level head when things are steep (aequam memento rebus in 

arduislseruare mentem). The next two stanzas speak of enjoying a bottle of Falemian in a secluded 

field with trees overhead and a stream running by. 'Bring wine, perfume, and roses', says the poet; but 

already there are darker overtones, for the lovely rose-blossoms are 'all  too brief'  and  we can only 

enjoy ourselves 'while circumstances  and youth and the black threads  of the three sisters allow us'. 

The prince will have to leave his castle (17-20); like the poor man he is a victim of pitiless Orcus (21-4). 

Continuing the image of the victim (i.e. a sheep or a goat), the final stanza  begins omnes  eodem 

cogimur  'we are all being herded to the same place'; then the picture changes: 

Omnium 

uersatur urna serius ocius 

sors exitura et nos in aeturnum 

exilium impositura cumbae (25-8) 

Everyone’s pebble is being shaken in the jar. Sooner or later it will come out and put us on the boat 

for unending exile. 

The choice of image whereby the shaken pebble conveys both the randomness and the inevitability 

of death, the compression of thought in which a lot-pebble puts someone on board a boat, and the 

sonorities of the whole stanza with its sequence of ·er·, ur·, -er-, ·or-, ·ur·, -er-, -ur- and its two final 

elisions - these features produce a powerful effect; but it is hardly one of cheerful serenity. 

 

On other occasions we find Horace in a state of high excitement.  Odes 3.19 begins in a tone of 

good-humoured exasperation,  saying in effect 'You keep talking about the dates and genealogies of 

the early Greek kings, but you say nothing about the cost of a party and who will act as host' (one 

notes the balance of dates/how much, genealogies/who). We then move forward in time; the party 

is under way, and Horace, now in exalted mood, calls for a series of toasts in honour of Murena 

the new Augur. As a thunderstruck (i.e. inspired) bard he can demand an especially potent 

mixture. 'Let's go mad!' he cries; 'Why is there no music? Start it at once! Throw roses! Let old 

Lycus and the girl who lives next door hear the wild uproar.’ Wine, poetry, music, roses, and finally 

love: Rhode wants the romantically good-looking Telephus; Horace longs for his Glycera. 

 

There Bacchic inspiration is loosely, and humorously, connected  with a symposium. In Odes 3.25 

it is directly related to the praises of Augustus. This is a more ambitious poem in that it attempts to 

convey the actual nature of a mystical experience: 

 Quo me, Bacche, rapis tuis 

  plenum ? quae nemora aut quos agor in specus 

 ueolox mente noua ? 

Where are you rushing me, Bacchus, after filling me with yourself ? To what woods and caves am I 

being hurried away in this strange condition? 



 

It is not surprising that this dithyramb, with its exciting rhythm and fluid structure, should also 

contain one of the most striking pictures in Horace 

  Non secus in lugis 

 Exsomnis stupet Euhias 

  Hebrum prospiciens et niue candidam 

 Thracen ac pede barbaro 

  Lustratam Rhodopen, ut mihi deuio 

 ripas et uacuum nemus 

  mirari libet.  

 

On the mountain ridge the sleepless Bacchanal gazes out in astonishment at the  river Hebrus  

and  Thrace  white  with snow  and  at Mt  Rhodope traversed by barbarian  feet;  so too,  away 

from the  paths of men,  I love to marvel  at the lonely riverbanks and woods. 

 

Such passages must be given full weight if we are to appreciate the poet's richness and diversity. 

 

A similar point can be made about Horace's ideas. If we compare what he says in different places 

on any par ticular  subject  we find that  his opinions are usually reconcilable; but there are 

exceptions, and these sometimes occur  in quite  important  odes. As an  illustration  let  us consider 

what he says about the course of history. Some passages speak of man as having emerged from 

barbarism guided by rational self-interest (Satire 1.3.99ff.) or a divine bard (Orpheus  in Ars Poetica 

391f.) or a god (Mercury in Odes 1.10).  But this process is never regarded as steady or assured,  and  

at  times,  within  the  narrower  context  of Roman history, we are faced with a decline. In Odes 

3.6, written about 28 B. C. before the Augustan recovery had got underway, the decline is supposed 

to date from the early part of the second century; and it will continue, says the poet, until the old 

religion is revived. In Epode 7, where a curse is said to have pursued the Roman people ever since 

Romulus murdered his brother, we have a different kind of assertion. The vague chronological 

reference, located at a point   before   history   emerged from   legend,   provides rhetorical force, 

but we are not meant to examine the statement's literal accuracy. After all, the Rome which became 

mistress of Italy and then went on to conquer Hannibal and Antiochus could hardly be thought of 

as accursed. So too, when Horace calls on his fellow-citizens to sail away to the isles of the blest where 

the golden age still survives (Epode 16),  he is not appealing  to anything historically verifiable, 

but  is using a  myth (which is exploited for rather different ends by Virgil in the fourth Eclogue) 

to condemn the mad world in which he is living. Allowing for differences of perspective and idiom, 

there is no basic contradiction between these passages. 

 

In  Odes 1.3,  however, there  is a contradiction. The hardiness of the first sailor is seen as an 

arrogant defiance of god's will; and that sailor was typical of mankind as a whole which 'has the  

audacity  to endure  all,  and  goes hurtling through what  is wrong and  forbidden'. Examples  

follow: Prometheus stole fire and  gave it to  men  - all kinds of sickness ensued; Daedalus 

invaded the air, Hercules the underworld.  'Nothing is too steep for mortals. We make for heaven 

itself in our folly, and by our wickedness we do not allow Jove to lay aside his angry thunderbolts.' 

This is not a manifesto  of  heroic  humanism. Admittedly  by using  the word audacia Horace  may 

acknowledge the other tradition in  which  Prometheus, Daedalus,  and  Hercules  were ad mired 

for their courageous services to mankind,  but he explicitly  repudiates that  tradition by giving 

audacia an unfavourable sense. Human  inventiveness has led only to disaster.  Such  a  view is,  

of course,  naive and  one-sided (though  no  more so than  the  belief in progress  which has recently  

withered).   And  the  uncompromising statement which  it  receives  in  Odes 1.3  is  indeed  

untypical.  But Horace was not always typically Horatian,  and Odes 1.3 is a very good poem. Finally, 

perhaps the most serious point forgotten in the popular conception  of Horace is the fact that he was 

a great innovator.  In the rest of the present section this will be illustrated by observations on his 

poetic career . . . 
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